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Read the texts and choose the correct answer A or B: 

Part 1 

1- What does Ali's sister like to do ? 

A- riding bikes and watching TV.   

B-   Painting and singing.   

1-what clothes do firefighters wear ? 

A- Hoses and ladders   B- A special uniform  

2-Ali ………... 

A- is younger than Mona  B- doesn't like painting.  

My father is a firefighter. Firefighters use water to put out 

fire. They wear a special uniform. Firefighters drive fire 

engines, which contain hoses and ladders. They are 

always ready to fight a fire.  

My name is Ali. I have one sister, Mona. She is younger than 

me. She likes painting. She paints pictures every day. She 

likes singing too. I don't like painting or singing. I like riding 

bikes and watching TV. Riding bikes makes me feel happy. 
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Read the texts and choose the correct answer A or B: 

Asma lives in the city, in an  apartment building. There are 

lots of shops. Asma likes to go to the second floor because 

there is a library on it, but she doesn’t like to go up to the 

third or the fourth floor, because it is scary. 

1- Where does Asma like to go ? 

A- To the second floor.   

B-   To the third or the fourth floor.   

Ali and his family like to read, they have a big bookcase in 

the living room. There are fiction and non-fiction books in it. 

Ali likes reading funny stories about animals. He usually 

reads in bed. His mother likes to read recipes. 

1- Where does Ali usually read ? 

A- He usually reads funny stories.   

B-   He usually reads in bed.   
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Tigers are the biggest of the big cats. Most tigers have orange 

fur with black stripes. Some tigers have black or white fur with 

light brown stripes. The stripes help the tigers to hide from other 

animals when they are hunting. They have long legs to help 

them run fast. They also have a very long tail. 

1- What do tigers have on their fur ? 

A- spots.   

B-   stripes.   
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 Part 2 

 Samira always likes looking 

at new books. She goes to 

the library ever Friday 

Read the texts. Draw a line to the correct picture. 

 I read a book at the 

library, It was about 

parrots. 

 There were some clouds 

at midday.  

 The sun shines on our 

planet, Earth. 

 She's got a book and a 

skipping rope in her 

backpack   
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 The sun was high at midday, 

the shadow is short. 

 There is a computer  in our 

class. 

 I want  new shoes, let's go 

to the shoe shop. It's next 

to the computer shop. 

 I like to go to the mall, 

because it is near my home. 

 In our neighbourhood 

there are old people, I like 

helping them. 

 You can whisper but you 

mustn't make noise. 
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 The firefighter uses a ladder 

to rescue people.   

 My favourite game is 

"Simon says" you have to 

do lots of fun actions like 

"clap  your hands" and 

"put your finger on your 

nose".    

 My teacher is very helpful 

like yours. 

 Tap your head and rub 

your tummy. 

 I can flap my arms like birds' 

wings. 
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1- ( What / Where )  do you keep your books ? We put ours in 

a bookcase in the living room. My father and I like reading, 

he is a  2-( firefighter / teacher ). He teaches children, he has 

lots of books. Most of the books in the bookcase are 3-( his / 

hers ).  

4- ( When / What ) do you like reading about ? I like reading 

about birds, so the books about birds are  5-( mine /his ). My 

favourite bird is 6-( parrot /tiger ).  

 Part 3 

 1- ( When / Which )  animal is  your favourite ?  

 The Tiger 2-(or /but) the duck? Ducks have 3-( fur /feathers). 

They 4-( lay /make ) eggs. They can fly  5-(but /and ) swim. 

Tigers are the biggest 6- ( birds / cats ) in the world. They 

can't fly  7-(but /and ) they can swim.  

Read the text and choose the correct word(s) to complete 

the sentences. 

Read the text and choose the correct word(s) to complete 
the sentences. 
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Mr. Lucas is a 1- ( firefighter / astronomers), he works at a fire 

station. He wears a special 2-( nightclothes /uniform ). When 

the fire alarm rings, he 3-( slowly/ quickly ) jumps on the fire 

engine and rushes to the fire. People can see the light on the 

fire engine 4- ( but /and) they can hear the loud siren too. Mr. 

Lucas uses water  to put out the fire, sometimes he uses  

5-(ladder /telescope)  to rescue people from buildings. 

 6-( How /What) do you want to be when you grow up? I want 

to be a firefighter.  

 I'm Saeed, I live in a big house 1- ( with / and) my family. There  

2-(is/are) old people and young people in my neighbourhood. 

Yesterday, I helped  3-(a /an ) old woman. 4- ( She / He) was 

carrying big bags. I like 5- ( help / helping) people. 

) to complete Read the text and choose the correct word(s
the sentences. 

Read the text and choose the correct word(s) to complete 
sentences.the  
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1- ( Where / Why) do we have day and night? Because our 

planet, Earth, turns round 2- ( quickly / slowly). When we 

see the sun in the sky, it is 3- ( day / night) but when we 

don't it is   4- ( day / night). 

5- ( When / How many) moons does our planet have? Our 

planet, Earth, has only one moon. We can see the moon at  

6-( day / night ) We can see the moon because the sun  

7-(shines /spins ) light on it.  

ext and choose the correct word(s) to complete Read the t
the sentences. 
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My name is Rashed and I have two friends. Saif and Ali. They 

are very friendly. We like 1- ( riding / driving) bikes because 

it makes us feel  2- ( unhappy / excited). Ali's bike is black, 

Saif and I like the colour blue, so the blue bikes are  

3- ( ours / mine).  

We also like  4- ( swiming / swimming). Ali doesn't like to 

swim 5- ( but / and) he likes to watch TV. He watches TV 

everyday, it makes him 6-( happy / scared ). 

Yesterday, we  7-(play /played ) computer games in the 

afternoon, It was a lot of fun.  

Read the text and choose the correct word(s) to complete 
the sentences. 
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In Meera's room there 1- ( is / are) a white chair opposite 

the bed. The wall is blue and there 2- ( is / are)  a lot of pink 

flowers on the wall. There is a bookcase 3- (next to/ behind)  

the cupboard. There are some books on the bookcase. 

They have green, white, and pink covers. There are many 

toys on the bookcase, too. They look fun. There is a jumper 

on the cupboard. The jumper is blue 4- ( and / or ) green.   

Read the text and choose the correct word(s) to complete 
the sentences. 




